
                                                

     Nanook of the North is a Second Quarter 2017 LVCA dvd donation to the 

Ligonier Valley Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that Criterion dvd release. 

13 of a possible 20 points                                                   ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

 

Canada   1919-1922   black-and-white   78 minutes   silent live action feature 

semi-documentary   Les Frères Revillon / Pathé Exchange   Producer: 

Robert Flaherty 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

1          Direction: Robert Flaherty 

1          Editing: Robert Flaherty, Charles Gelb 

2          Cinematography: Robert Flaherty* 

2          Lighting 

2          Locations 

0          Acting 

1          Ambience 

2          Creativity 

1          Insightfulness 

1          Research 

13 total points 



 

Cast: Allakariallak (Nanook), Nyla (Nyla, Nanook’s wife, the smiling one), 

Cunayou (Cunayou, Nanook’s daughter), Allegoo (j) (Allegoo, Nanook’s son), 

others 

 

     A silent feature-length film regarded by many historians as ancestral 

progenitor of subsequent feature documentaries, Nanook of the North was shot 

near a village in northern Quebec (current Nunavik) called Inukjuak. That 

community was and still is located on the north bank of the Innuksuak River, 

notable for its turquoise water.  

     Presumably the cast of performers constituting Nanook’s putative family  

was drawn from the local population. Director Robert Flaherty chose an Inuit 

named Allakariallak to play Nanook, a hunter named for the polar bear he 

frequently killed. Nanook’s film wife, Nyla, was reportedly portrayed by Alice 

Nuvalinga. Another unrelated Inuit woman, Cunayou, played their “daughter,” 

clearly an adult character. A boy named Allegoo rounded out credited 

principals. He’s supposed to be Nanook’s young son.      

     The film, shot under extremely harsh climactic conditions, attempted to 

introduce outsider viewers to the traditional lifestyle of Canada’s Inuit. To keep 

intact an antique, pristine flavor, Flaherty disallowed hunting by rifle and forced  

featured players to take up temporary residence in igloos either abandoned by 

builders or specially constructed for instructive and filmic purposes. In order to 

keep audiences interested and emotionally involved, he added fake dangers. 

Sometimes through misleading intertitles, and at least once by substituting 

dead prey for a living one. Interjected comedy, such as Nanook’s biting of a 

gramophone record, falsified the director’s claim to be preserving ancestral 

Eskimo habits. Even dog fights recorded visually appear to have been generated 

as dramatic appetizers rather than documentary episodes. It’s extremely 

difficult to tell just what percentage of footage was authentic unstaged 

material.  

     This makes Nanook more early exotic melodrama than pioneering 

documentary. To consider it valid cinematic folklore doesn’t appear justifiable. 



     As for content included in this “family” adventure saga, highlights include a 

trip to the nearest fur trading outpost, one established at the time of filming by 

co-producers Les Frères Revillon. Customers were individuals and families from 

the Itivimuit tribe, which still inhabits the same region. Seal and walrus hunts 

are presented, depicted in considerable detail. But out of true context. Spear 

replacement of rifle might be judged anachronistic and nostalgic. Similarly, 

using a dead walrus and offscreen human opponent to inflate dramatic menace 

looks like a backfire today, artificial and irksome. 

     Ever wondered how Eskimos built igloos? And heated their interiors? Or how 

a native hunter located seals under snow and ice? Watch Nanook of the North 

to find the answers.  

     Since wife Frances is usually credited with the initial impulse to build Nanook 

of the North around some type of continuous narrative, forays into theatricality 

may have been her invention. Regardless of origins, they ultimately mar rather 

than enhance the film, making a muddle of potential educational values by 

mixing counterfeit and real together into a single cohesive compound.  

     What keeps the film in welcome circulation is spectacular Arctic scenery, 

more than adequately preserved in the print used by Criterion. Action is 

presented at a legitimate projection speed. By no means invariably the case 

with silents. This insures unintentional comedy doesn’t creep in. 

     Self-deprived of access to professional actors, Flaherty tried to make the 

most of amateur “naturals.” They mug, re-enact daily routines on cue, engage 

the camera charmingly. Unfortunately appealing to audiences as nothing more 

than primitive simpletons. Which they very well might not have been. Unlike 

efforts of later Italian neo-realist masters, the Flahertys seem to have made no 

attempt to formally rehearse their cast or provide them training in dramatics. 

Thus stereotypes held sway. No character was explored in terms of complex 

motivations. Nobody seeing the production would be any the wiser about  

dreams, interpersonal relationships, taboos, or fashion and color preferences of 

protagonists.  

    A later version of the film employed narrator, sound, and musical 

accompaniment. It failed to match the box-office bonanza of its predecessor.  



      In Criterion’s release, only music serves as appended underlining. The 1998 

Timothy Brock score misses the mark entirely, smacking of atonal neutrality in 

place of optimal full-blooded expressionist romanticism. Compare Ralph 

Vaughan Williams’ thrilling and chilling score for Scott of the Antarctic with the 

paltry doodlings of the Olympia Chamber Orchestra. 

     Criterion bonuses are some moderately informative production notes, an 

eight-minute excerpted interview by documentary filmmaker Richard Gardner 

with Frances Flaherty, co-scripter of Nanook of the North, and a stills gallery 

including memorable shots of ice mountains. 

     Nanook of the North does contain female toplessness, child nudity, and 

dogfights. Making it unsuitable for viewing by preadolescents. Its poetic images 

and technical accomplishment warrant at least one viewing by older film buffs. 

     Products such as Eskimo Pies™ and cartoon references to Nanook are obvious 

spinoffs of what was and still is one of the most influential of all polar films.   

      


